Abstract
Introduction
Classification of team behaviors in sports is still an open problem. While there are several contributions dealing with tracking players in video [4, 7] or with event detection [1, 3, 5] , less work was spent on continuous analysis and classification of tactical behavior or teamplay. Of course, recognition of moves such as, for instance, passing or dribbling in soccer is important for sports video annotation. In this paper, however, we consider a different application: modern computer games require life-like artificial team members which support the avatars controlled by human players. Since sophisticated teamplay depends on the spatio-temporal context of the current game state, it is mandatory that artificial players (often called gamebots) can recognize higher level behaviors of their teammates.
Computer games have become an enormous business with annual revenues exceeding those of the global movie industry [2] . Nevertheless, despite the foreseeable impact on game quality and sales, convincing artificial characters are rare. Behavior programming (also known as game AI) still mainly relies on less flexible, declarative approaches like scripted actions or finite state machines and thus fails to create an impression of human-like behavior (cf. [2, 6] ).
It is here that computer games provide new and fascinating opportunities for pattern recognition research. Due to the popularity of multiplayer online gaming, nowadays, tremendous amounts of game data are being transmitted over the Internet. These data encode what the participating players see on their screens and how they behave and react to it. Recordings of game network traffic therefore capture comprehensive, situated human behavior. For pattern recognition, this poses the challenge of learning, classifying and synthesizing behavior based on huge amounts of noise free observations. The difficulty is that modern games take place in complex, highly realistic virtual environments (see Fig. 1 ) and require strategic and tactical thinking. Following these ideas, we consider recordings of human teamplay in the free computer game "Tao of Soccer" (http://soccer.sourceforge.net (see Fig. 1) ). Tailored to the problem of developing artificial team members which learn from human generated data, we propose a two-step approach. First, we describe a rotationally and translationally invariant game data representation. Given this canonical reference frame, we apply Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for team behavior classification. Section 4 presents experimental results we obtained with this approach. Finally, a conclusion will end this contribution.
Data Representation for Tactical Teamplay
In the following, we focus on tactical interactions between two players observed in "Tao of Soccer". Player positions and ball positions are expressed in x, y coordi- nates extracted from the network traffic. In order to capture aspects of team behavior which are not bound to certain field-positions, a rotationally and translationally invariant description of players and ball movements is required.
Extending an idea proposed for combat games [8] , we apply principal component analysis (PCA) to sequences of player-and of ball positions and therefore obtain a canonical reference frame. Given player posi-
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Here, i denotes the current frame, f indicates the temporal context (the length of a sequence) and μ j denotes the centroid of all player and ball positions in frame j. Canonical player position vectors p
where the matrix D i is composed of the eigenvectors of C i (analogous transformations apply to b i and t i ). Figure 3 exemplifies the transformation and Fig. 4 plots an in-game situation in canonical coordinates. Obviously, the size of f influences the transformation. While too high a value leads to a mere rotation of the original coordinates, too low a value might result in an (unwanted) dimensionality reduction by aligning position vectors along their displacement axis. 
Team Behavior Classification
Since they are well suited for sequential pattern analysis and because of their success in sports video annotation [1, 5] , we apply HMMs for team behavior classification. For each behavior of interest, we train an HMM using observation data generated by two human players. Since the classification of team behaviors needs to be fast enough for live games, the length h is limited to cover the last four to five seconds. This corresponds to a maximum of h = 45, given that the game state is updated every 0.1 seconds. Generally, longer sequences may lead to better results. This agrees with intuition and mathematical wisdom: the more frames of a behavior are observed, the better the behavior can be distinguished. Figure 6 plots different sequence lengths h versus the average classification rate (the parameter f for canonical coordinate transformation was set to f = 25). According to this evaluation, the choice of 45 game-tics for classification provides a good compromise between applicability in live games and reasonably high classification rates. Classification is done by selecting the behavior k corresponding to the HMM λ k = (A k , B k , π k ) with the maximum log likelihood logP (S i |λ k ) for a sequence S i . As usual, A k = {a Table 1 . Confusion matrix for behavior classifiers; the sequence length was set to h = 45 frames and the timeframe size to f = 25.
to a set of test cases consisting of 40% random samples from the original training set. The best overall performance resulted from 10 states and 2 Gaussians per state.
Experimental Evaluation
In our experiments, we classified player observation data into one out of five behaviors: dribbling: One player possesses the ball, the other player is following.
given-and-go: The ball is passed back and forth between two players (see Fig. 2 ).
ball retrieval: One player runs towards the resting ball and immediately passes it to the other player.
long pass: The ball is passed over a longer distance and not returned.
solo: The player with the ball does not pass the ball but constantly moves in one direction; the other player is running alongside.
Each HMM was trained using 400 sequences. For some behaviors, there was a slight overlap between the training sequences. Testing was done on 250-300 test sequences per behavior. These test sequences were randomly selected from an observation database which contains for behavioral patterns observed and recorded at various field positions.
Overall, the results achieved with the approach are convincing. It appears that a real-time behavior classification based on canonical coordinate sequences is possible. Table 1 displays the confusion matrix for the experiments with a sequence length of h = 45 frames and a sliding window size of f = 25 frames.
Three out of five higher-level behaviors were classified with high success rates. The behaviors long-pass and soloplay are an exception in that they tend to get confused with each other. An in-game inspection of these two behaviors revealed considerable similarities among some of the Table 3 . Precision and recall values corresponding to the results in Table 2 .
recorded sequences: before the ball is passed in a long pass situation, one player possesses the ball and the other player is moving away. However, this characteristic is also found in subsequences of solo play, where one player possesses the ball while the other one is moving alongside. In essence, the first part of a long pass sequence consists of vectors very close to solo play behavior. The per-frame classification rates in Tab. 1 can be improved by exploiting the fact that behavior is a temporal phenomenon. Using temporal context on a higher level of abstraction, we apply a majority voting scheme to the results of the frame-wise classification. If one or several frames of a longer sequence are misclassified, such temporal filtering will increase the confidence level of the HMMbased classification. The figures in Tab. 2 confirm this intuition for they show a considerable increase in classification accuracy. Table 3 displays the corresponding recall and precision values.
Conclusions and Outlook
We presented an approach to classifying human team behavior in sports computer games. Given the opportunities provided by modern game technology, we use recordings of network traffic generated by human players to train behavior classifiers for soccer games. In order to recognize behaviors independent of the field location, position vectors of players and ball are transformed to canonical coordinates. Sets of canonical player-, team-mate-and ball trajectories are used to train different HMMs for different behaviors. In order to cope with the real time constraints in the game domain, the timeframe for classification has to be be limited. Subsequent temporal filtering lifts the recognition rates to satisfactory levels. Several series of experiments reveal that this framework indeed yields quick and robust performance.
Currently, we are extending the presented approach towards anticipation. Classifying certain behaviors requires information on the future development of an observed movement sequence. Since extending the representations introduced here with expected future canonical positions can overcome this problem, we are testing the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for generating predictions based on observed game data. Regarding the classification of whole episodes, future work will explore the use of hierarchical HMMs.
In conclusion, we hope that we could stir the reader's interest in computer games as a research topic for pattern recognition. On the one hand, they constitute an application of considerable commercial impact; on the other hand, they may provide general impulses for cognitive systems and intelligent agents that learn from human users.
